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About This Game

CANARI is a science fiction, dual stick action rogue-like not quite like any other.

Fend off creatures of the darkness utilizing light as your weapon

Upgrade your robot as you find hidden treasures

Purchase equipment to make your bot stronger

Blend of procedural and hand crafted levels

Master the mechanics with unique enemy encounters and dangerous landscapes

The CANARI Corporation is the lucrative entrepreneur responsible for supplying Earth-One with natural resources now that our
home world has gone barren. Asteroids and exotic planets contain all of the resources the human race needs. Astro-mining is a

dangerous job for humans. So we've outsourced.

Logging into your terminal you find that a rogue LUMIN (light utility bot) is requesting pilot assistance. It seems he's crashed
landed on a not so hospitable rock and the impact damaged his auto-pilot capabilities.
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Your job is to reunite LUMIN with his ship while avoiding what lurks in the darkness. By extracting energy rich crystals, you
are able to rebuild your robot stronger than ever after each death. Out of energy, no more robots. Death is certain. Failure is not.
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Title: CANARI
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
PixelBot Games
Publisher:
PixelBot Games
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017
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When this game was announced I looked forward to it every day! and was excited as the days passed by till the release day
before it was released on steam.

As I fell in love with the story and it tore my heart to pieces with the events taking place in the story line. The only ending I will
say that I prefer is with Tian Xi;; the others I cried for a few days. There is a bonus ending which got my hopes up only to
shatter it and I cried more.

I love the soundtracks and the ending theme as well 'color my world', I played it roughly for six hours straight.

I do hope that Zeiva creates another wonderful visual novel such as this :). 10/10
funny. The story is somewhat rushed, going from graduating your exam, to someone stealing your console, and then you're the
only one who can save the whole world! The entire game also very much have a budgeted, and cheap feeling to it.

It's not fantastic, it's not amazing, but it's not bad either: a decent little game that might be worth picking up on a sale.. ARE
YOU STUPID?

Why dind you buy this game yet? Its awsome,fun,gore adn you learn to play chess!. this game is the oppisite of visceria clean up
detail. You can have army's battle each other and you can create your own army!

Trust me, when you buy it and you think it sucks and isnt fun in any aspect tell me and i will give you your money back!. Pixel
Art: 4/5
Immersion: 5/5 (Beautiful expansive island to explore)
Gameplay: 5/5
Controls: 4/5 (Can feel slow until you get the hang)
Value: 5/5
Difficulty: 3/5
--------------
Overall 4.6 (Difficulty always excluded)

Please follow my Pixel Art Curation for other great games...

This is an awesome pixelated platformer, which is just as nice to look at, as it is to play...In fact I can honestly say one of my
favorites to play in the genre! People talk about Zelda II influences, but it goes way beyond it in gameplay and depth!

You will feel like the action is a little slow at first, but that is its intention and you will build on your abilities, which is part of
the leveling system. It has a little of everything, open world map, action platforming, character leveling and karma for various
paths and endings and lots of collectables.

If you are a novice or expert I think this one will be very well loved! I am 100%ing this game and at no point has it ever felt
tedious! [Correction: 100% and loved every bit of it!]

My only MAJOR complaint is that when you quit playing from a save point with full health, you come back with reduced health
as if you died! That takes some fun out when you have to spend time recovering health again when you begin playing. So make
an attempt at a boss before saving for the day.

For the price, you will get so many hours of enjoyable challenges and playthrough. You will love the worlds and find Elliot a
join to play. In all honesty, I am not sure why this game is not more popular and get more praise!!!
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ACHIEVEMENTS: This one is pretty easy to 100%, no time trials and you do not have to finish the Game+ hard mode!. Great
game with some nice twists as far as I can see after playing only around 2 hours. Buy it.. ! :). Can't even start
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Very good game. Had fun to play it. Big Thanks to the developer for creating this game.. This is more like a mobile game or a
typical wait or pay Facebook game. Nothing much to do except choosing the missions and clicking on them, then waiting. Did
not find it interesting, except maybe for the cartoonish style. For the casual gamer.. IT SUCKS
. Graphics: Low-MidEndPC
Story: Boring
Multiplayer: Don't have one !

I give 1/10 because I wasted my time playing this game...You will see when you will buy !. this was a nice short intro game..
arguably the most \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game i've ever played. I love this match 3 game with
battles! Love the characters. I am new to steam and maybe I am missing something but I would like to see more
instructions/information. Maybe a little tutorial would help? I would like more information about the characters and their
abilities as they pop up. Also, I was playing in story mode and it suddely was not available anymore and the map completely
changed. Still like to play and will continue to follow.. SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!. Great couch pvp for up to 4
players. Good variety, easy to pick up, hard to master, etc. In rotation with Towerfall and Rocket League for when friends and
family are around. Buy it!
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